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Al-Khalili
On this day eight years ago, when most of us were recovering from Christmas, my guest, Colin Pillinger, was waiting for a phone call - from Mars.

News clip
It's been another very frustrating day for the British scientists involved in the Beagle 2 mission to Mars, their fifth attempt to make contact with the spacecraft has once again ended in failure....

Al-Khalili
The Beagle hadn't landed or if it had no one knew where it had landed.  This robot was due to land on the red planet on Christmas Day 2003; it was a mission to look for life on Mars.  Well in a very down to earth way I'd like to say, Colin Pillinger, welcome to The Life Scientific.  If I can take you back to 27th December 2003 two days after Beagle 2 was due to land, were you still confident, optimistic, that things would turn out okay?

Pillinger
Yes I was - no way at that time was I thinking that we'd - that was the end of the Beagle 2 mission, as far as I was concerned there are all manner of things on a space mission that means that you don't get your first communications session through on time, plenty of other missions have waited a couple of days before they've got their data back.

Al-Khalili
At what point though did you finally think oh dear this is not good?

Pillinger
We had a very, very carefully devised strategy for the communications to Beagle and you had to work entirely down that fault tree until you got to the bottom before you said no I can't do it.  I never ever believed that we'd crashed and I certainly probably don't now.  Something didn't work.  The most annoying thing is that we don't have the sequence of events recorded through the radio beacon that we were intending to put on Beagle 2.

Al-Khalili
What is now you best guess for what did go wrong?

Pillinger
Our best guess is that like all true British making an excuse we blame it on the weather.  We chose to land on Mars at the wrong time of the Martian cycle of weather.  The atmosphere was hot, turbulent, windy...

Al-Khalili
Was this something ....

Pillinger
... and not good for a parachute.

Al-Khalili
... was this something that you could have known about in advance?

Pillinger
We knew about it, we had nothing we could...

Al-Khalili
Okay, you knew it was a risk?

Pillinger
We had nothing we could do about it, we said we're flying to Mars at that particular moment because it was the closest Mars had been for 60,000 years and therefore we could take the most mass there and carry the most fuel.

Al-Khalili
I guess for you having worked on the project for so many years not hearing from it - it's a bit like the family cat going missing and you sort of hold out hope for days that it's going to wander back in, bedraggled, after a few days and at some point you just have to accept that it's not coming back.

Pillinger
I'm used to the family cat going missing.

Al-Khalili
Is that right - oh that's...

Pillinger
We've had lots of cats that have wandered off and... but that was the thing about the name, everybody congratulated us on the name Beagle 2 as inspirational, until after it didn't call in and we had all manner of e-mails, texts, telephone calls, letters saying didn't you realise that Beagles are the worst dogs you could possibly have to let off the leash - they run off, they chase something, they don't come back when they're called, they only come home when they're hungry and they show no sign of remorse.

Al-Khalili
And so it probably fits quite well in...

Pillinger
It fits absolutely perfectly, Beagle 2 was the inspirational name that people could equate to it, they knew what we were talking about straightaway.

Al-Khalili
Now Beagle 2 was flown to Mars on board Mars Express - the spacecraft that took it there.

Pillinger
The mission was the European Space Agency and the British wanted to have a lander.  And first of all we had to compete with other people that perhaps wanted a lander and we knocked them out of the competition and then after that we had to compete all the time with the fact that we wanted to do something extra to what the original mission was going to be.

Al-Khalili
And that extra thing that you wanted to do with your lander was to look for life on Mars.  And news of your plans to send this robot to look for life on Mars spread rapidly beyond just the scientific community because buried among the scientific instruments was a dot painting by the artist Damien Hirst and a sound card recorded by the Brit pop band Blur.

Sound card recording

Pillinger
It was a signal on my mobile phone as well - it was my ringtone until my phone got run over.  I'd like to get it back off if I could, it still makes me - I know it's my phone then and not everybody else's ringing.

Al-Khalili
Well quite.  Now bassist turned cheesemaker, Alex James, remembers finding both you, Colin Pillinger, and Beagle 2 impossible to resist.

James
You never know when your next encounter with genius is going to occur - sometimes it's someone making a dry stone wall, sometimes it's somebody making cheese - but literally I called my accountant and said I want to start a space programme and he gave me Colin's phone number - he lived next door to somebody who worked for a satellite company.  I went to his laboratory and he pulled a little rock out of his pocket and he said - Do you know what this is?  And it just looked like a pebble.  He said - It's a bit of Mars, it's a bit of Mars.  And I was instantly spellbound.  He was just like so instantly compelling and engaging, really had the X factor alright.  Some of the things that Colin was trying to do were about as complicated as it gets but he was able to sort of spin the whole thing as just a straightforward and obvious thing to do, he did.  Is it a complete folly to spend 25 million quid sending a hub cap to another planet or is it like what we should be doing?

Al-Khalili
As Alex James says there is it what we should be doing or is it folly?

Pillinger
No it's what we should be doing because every generation needs it gothic cathedrals.  We shouldn't be doing things that everybody else has done already, we have to do something which is adventurous and risky, we have to do something we don't know the answer to because if we know the answer to it somebody else has done it already.

Al-Khalili
So it shouldn't be something easy, it's bound to be difficult if you want to learn something new.

Pillinger
I think my motto has to be what John F. Kennedy said about putting astronauts on the moon is we're going to take an astronaut, bring him home, not because it's easy. To me that's a challenge and it's inspiring and I don't want to do things that people have done already.

Al-Khalili
And of course the Apollo moon landings cost astronomical amounts of money but even this - the Beagle 2 mission to Mars was something like £25 million.  The Daily Mail at the time asked why we're spending this much money on Beagle 2 when half the world is living in poverty.

Pillinger
Why are we spending it - because we need to develop science and technology to stop half the world from living in poverty.  I know I've said it lots of times before is that we built instruments after Beagle 2 for testing whether people have TB.  The people who bring the country the economic success, that allows them to pay the taxes that pay for the people who are starving in Africa are the science and technologists who invent new things to develop and sell.

Al-Khalili
Sometimes people use these arguments to justify spending on scientific research because it's led to such and such but that's not why we do the scientific research.

Pillinger
We do scientific research because we're curious.

Al-Khalili
Because we want to know about the world.

Pillinger
And anybody who has every had a child will realise that as soon as the child can crawl to explore the child will.

Al-Khalili
What was meant to happen when Beagle 2 was released by the spacecraft in orbit around Mars and it falls to the surface?

Pillinger
It was supposed to slow down from 12,000 miles an hour, then a mortar was going to fire a parachute out the back which broke the spacecraft in half to deploy a bigger parachute.  That parachute was going to take us down to the surface until we're a couple of hundred metres above the surface and then we'd inflate the gas filled bags and they would hit the surface and we'd bounce around.

Al-Khalili
What do you think - what's your - you must have sort of a firm view now of probably what went wrong even though you don't know for sure, what's your hunch?

Pillinger
I don't have any....

Al-Khalili
You don't have a hunch.

Pillinger
All I know is nothing - it should have all worked.  We tested it, we went through it, it should have worked.

Al-Khalili
Had it landed safely and opened up its panels and the antenna then how is it going about looking for life on Mars?  I have this image of - out comes a camera and it pans around and takes snapshots of Martians.

Pillinger
Yeah but you don't just expect the little green men to come up and knock on the lens.

Al-Khalili
It sounds like quite an ambitious undertaking that you were trying to achieve something actually more complicated, more difficult, than what Nasa were planning on?

Pillinger
Nasa had a programme in which it was trying to go softly softly catchee monkey...

Al-Khalili
Step by step yeah.

Pillinger
It had this mantra that it kept repeating everywhere of we are looking for the water and when we find the water we'll know the right place to look for life.  Now we didn't have that opportunity to be able to think that way.

Al-Khalili
They were doing it by the book, you had one shot at this and you had to do everything at once.

Pillinger
I still believe that if you're a scientist and you're capable of doing the experiment you should do the experiment, not try to make it into a long programme because then you are going to be accused of just spending money to keep everybody in work.  It would have frustrated me beyond belief to have flown on Apollo 10.

Al-Khalili
They just orbited the moon...

Pillinger
It - like down to the surface and then said right okay guys home now, you've done your bit.  I would have said...

Al-Khalili
Blow that I'm climbing out, I'm going to walk around.

Pillinger
Just a minute, just a minute.

Al-Khalili
I've come this far...

Pillinger
Yeah.  We all knew that we were on a high risk strategy but the goal was big enough to merit the risk.

Al-Khalili
For most of the '90s, Colin Pillinger, you lived and breathed this project - Beagle 2.

Pillinger
From '97 onwards.

Al-Khalili
Was it something that suddenly occurred to you one day or did it gradually sort of build up as an idea that this is what you want to do, you want to go to Mars?

Pillinger
It was almost instantaneous.  I was working on Mars from the beginning of the 1980s because we helped one of the groups that were able to show that we had meteorites that had been blasted off Mars by asteroid sized impacts on Mars, thrown those rocks across space and they'd landed here on Earth but you had to prove that they came from Mars.  When we did that, it was very difficult to persuade people we had Martian rocks but we did, but when we actually came along and said in actual fact the carbonates have got organic matter in them, like carbonates on Earth, from the microorganisms that lived in the water column that had deposited the mineral, then that was really difficult...

Al-Khalili
It was evidence of possible life.

Pillinger
That was really difficult to persuade people.  And of course in 1996 some Americans who - one of them had worked in my lab - discovered what they thought was a fossil in the carbonate and then everything went absolutely furore because Nasa had to make an announcement - they thought they'd discovered life on Mars.

Al-Khalili
This is '96.

Pillinger
This is '96 - August '96.

Al-Khalili
I remember - I remember visiting friends and hearing about it in the news and going out and buying all the newspapers because I said this is - if this is true this is the biggest....

Pillinger
I was in all the newspapers.

Al-Khalili
I know I remember...

Pillinger
Because Nasa was asleep when it was leaked.  It was leaked and the BBC reported it and Nasa's press conference had to be brought forward.  And his evidence was strong and some of it still haunts.  Anyway I realised I wanted to look for the organic matter because you can't find fossils on a space mission easily, you can if you bring samples back but that's not easy.  So I went to the European Space Agency and said we have to take a lander and we have to do this experiment with a mass spectrometer.  Got the answer - who's going to pay for it and who's going to do it, you can't build a spacecraft.  One of things you must not say to me is you can't do this, this is a fatal error.

Al-Khalili
Red rag to a bull I guess.

Pillinger
Yeah, my father always taught me there's no such word as can't.

Al-Khalili
Now they were initially resistant to this - your idea of a project but of course you - I mean we should say you're not an amateur inventor, you're a serious chemist, Fellow of the Royal Society, you published this key paper in the late '80s about life on Mars - you were the world expert.

Pillinger
That doesn't - that doesn't guarantee you a place on a space mission.  A space mission is made up of an announcement of opportunity and people bid to send their experiments.  And a lot of the Europeans had already just lost their experiments on a Mars mission that had been launched by the Russians, so they were determined to have their experiments re-flown on this new submission.

Al-Khalili
So you were in competition with lots of other researchers?

Pillinger
We were in serious competition yeah.

Al-Khalili
How did you rate your chances going into that meeting?

Pillinger
Didn't even think about it, to me, as I described it at the meeting, this is so important it has to be done.

Al-Khalili
It has to be done.

It seems to me, Colin Pillinger, that the story of Beagle 2 is really a story about you refusing to take no for an answer.  You did have to move mountains to make it happen and on more than one occasion, shall we say, you've been rather damning of the European Space Agency, basically accusing them of being I guess a bunch of bureaucrats who didn't really give Beagle 2 the support that it could have been given.

Pillinger
Of particular people as opposed to the organisation as a whole.

Al-Khalili
Okay, okay.  Well what about one person in particular director David Southwood, whom I know you've known for a very long time, who says that when you're working on multimillion pound space missions with so many different people involved there are certain procedures, protocols, that just have to be followed up.

Southwood
You know there's that spirit inside of him that never say die but you can't run everything that way, it's - it's a great British tradition of strings and sealing wax and once in a while we sort of get away with it but if you want to win every time you had better take precautions and I'm afraid in big projects be a bit bureaucratic about it, although we - to be perfectly frank we did our best to bend all the rules we could for Colin.   He won't admit that but honestly there wasn't anyone I knew working inside the European Space Agency who didn't want Colin to succeed or at least they never told me if they did.  I mean they were endlessly irritated by his capacity to find a way round any argument and I said that's his genius, we're working with a genius.  There are very few people like him and sometimes I'm tempted to say thank god.

Pillinger
All I can say is that they've had 10 years with their bureaucratic procedures to get the next mission to Mars and they haven't got one yet.  And it still isn't in sight by 2018.  So who's right and who's wrong?  I made it happen bureaucracy hasn't achieved it.

Al-Khalili
But in a sense he's right that when you're overseeing a very large project there are certain protocols and things you have to go through, you can't ride roughshod over the rules.

Pillinger
We went through every protocol, we went through every procedural review that they threw at us, they threw extra procedural reviews at us, we passed them.  We didn't avoid any bureaucracy whatsoever, we provided all the paperwork and we - I disagree with him - we didn't get total cooperation.  Landing on Mars is difficult if somebody's actually not helping you.

Al-Khalili
And do you really think that they were somehow putting hurdles in your way for the sake of it?

Pillinger
Look I said that that mission should have been monitoring our signals as we descended, they decided they wouldn't monitor our signals.  That to me was a criminal mistake - that was it - a major error.  It could have been done, it should have been done and we would have known an awful lot more about it.

Al-Khalili
Would they argue though that yours - Beagle 2 - wasn't the only project on Mars Express and they had others they had to be concerned about?

Pillinger
I totally accept that they have lots of other people that they had to cater for as well, totally accept it, it was an orbiter mission and we were the hitchhiker.  If I had to do it again I would make sure that we weren't the hitchhiker.  The more difficult project is the one that decides to call the shots.  I acknowledge that, that's not - we always knew were the hitchhiker.

Al-Khalili
How might it have helped, do you think, had it been monitoring Beagle 2's descent - it wouldn't have changed the fact that whatever happened - went wrong - did go wrong, you just would have known why?

Pillinger
Yeah but you would have known how to build the next one to make it absolutely right.

Al-Khalili
To make - not to make the same mistakes again.

Pillinger
And in fact Nasa flew two on the understanding that the first one - that their rover was to land on a very benign spot on Mars, get down using information to make sure that the second one, which was targeted to a more interesting scientific area, got down as well.  As it happened they got both down.

Al-Khalili
These are the Mars rovers that are famous, that we've all seen....

Pillinger
The famous Spirit and Opportunity rovers yeah. The other thing you do with space missions is - we've always talked about mass, masses, the currency of space missions...

Al-Khalili
What the payload is.

Pillinger
We fought for every gram to get a little bit of gram to get some additional systems or to make the systems that we built more resilient.  Mars Express flew with 60 kilograms of additional fuel that we could have been using to make sure Beagle succeeded.

Al-Khalili
I hadn't realised that, so there's...

Pillinger
That's true.

Al-Khalili
There are things that could have been done differently.

Pillinger
There were things that could have been done that weren't done.  So if I'm contradicting David Southwood I'm contradicting him.

Al-Khalili
David Southwood himself says that you needed each other in a sense.  Now you seem to do your best work when you're angry, is that true?

Pillinger
That is - that is absolutely true, I've thought of my best ideas when I've been irritated by people who mostly have done something which I consider to be silly or bureaucratic.

Al-Khalili
So do you think it helped having these bureaucrats at the European Space Agency to motivate you?

Pillinger
Look it helped amazingly, it's a little bit like - it's the Sir Alex Ferguson syndrome - there's nothing like thinking the whole world is against you to get your team to play better.

Al-Khalili
Do you agree they bent the rules for you?

Pillinger
No, I bent the rules, they just had to...

Al-Khalili
Well David Southwood seems to imply that they did everything they could to accommodate you.

Pillinger
I bent the rules and they had to accommodate them.

Al-Khalili
They turned a blind eye.

Pillinger
They turned a blind eye.  If - my team would always have believed if we'd landed on Mars we wouldn't have got on the platform for the number of people who'd have been in front of us taking the plaudits.

Al-Khalili
Comments like the one from David Southwood about the Beagle 2 project being all string and sealing wax, that must hurt?

Pillinger
That's not true.  I had the cleverest guys working in the British space industry and the universities building this, this was not sealing wax and string, this was top quality engineering.  And I think I reject that claim entirely, it was not cobbled together.  As I say we tested everything, there was nothing...

Al-Khalili
Is there anything you'd have done differently now?  I mean you don't know what went wrong but presumably...

Pillinger
Yeah I would have made landing on Mars the priority.  If I ran this experiment again landing on Mars would be the priority.

Al-Khalili
But given what you had available to you...

Pillinger
The problem is the budget - it's not that we didn't have enough, it's that we didn't have it quick enough.  So you can't come along a year before launch and suddenly throw 10,000 people at the job because they're not those people qualified.

Al-Khalili
So it was a bit of a rush towards the end?

Pillinger
You have to be paid when you need the money and we're continuously asking for the money and we're being told jump another hoop, jump another hoop - that isn't the way to do it.  This - people gave willingly to work on Beagle because they were inspired by it and it inspired the whole nation, such that there were people sitting on the edge of their seats on Christmas morning, there were kids...

Al-Khalili
I was one of them.

Pillinger
... there were kids that got up and said we were told this - not where are my presents, has Beagle landed.

Al-Khalili
In a sense do you see then that the Beagle project wasn't really a failure, that okay...

Pillinger
The word failure does not exist in the language of anybody that worked on Beagle.

Al-Khalili
I mean it didn't do what it was supposed to do in that sense - scientifically.

Pillinger
We learnt an enormous amount out of Beagle, it was not a failure.  Deferred success.  

David Southwood told me in a pub in Birmingham Airport that he could launch a repeat of Beagle 2 by 2007 and that's what we should have done, we should have gone straight back and launched again.

Al-Khalili
And what happened?

Pillinger
Still waiting - 2018, waiting for him to deliver the 2007 mission he promised me.

Al-Khalili
Is it, do you think, because you're not there banging down doors demanding that it happens?

Pillinger
Nobody is going to allow what happened with Beagle to ever happen again.

Al-Khalili
Do they see it somehow as an embarrassment that they can't afford to repeat?

Pillinger
You'll have to ask them that.

Al-Khalili
Well one thing, Colin Pillinger, that I think is certain without the sheer force of your will, your abject determination to find life on Mars, Beagle 2 would probably never have been built in Britain and launched abroad....

Pillinger
It certainly wouldn't have been built anywhere else.

Al-Khalili
It would never have been built anywhere else either.

Pillinger
Only Britain could do it.

Al-Khalili
Well science journalist Roger Highfield who covered countless stories about you and Beagle in the years running up to that launch says that your ability to generate excitement and interest in Beagle 2 was second to none.

Highfield
We had a genius for publicity I think, perhaps he should have been in PR rather than - no, no I shouldn't say that actually but he did really brilliantly well I think in combining - to be able to run a big team of scientists, to produce papers for the best peer review journals on the planet and to be able to orchestrate publicity for this Mars mission and make it happen as well - well almost - that's pretty amazing.  He's more than just a scientist, I mean if you could dissect the Pillinger pie you'd find you've got 50% really good scientist there, you've got 25% of someone with an amazing drive and relentlessness and 25% real showman who can - really inventive at coming up with clever ways to promote what he thinks we should all be doing.  And it's very unusual to have someone in the scientific community who's got all those traits in one package.

Al-Khalili
Do you think that's a fair division of the pie that Roger Highfield describes?

Pillinger
No I - there are three pies, 100% scientist.

Al-Khalili
A 100%.

Pillinger
Yeah.

Al-Khalili
Did the showman though ever get in the way of the scientist?

Pillinger
No, I wasn't - I don't think I was a showman.  I - my wife was very good at dreaming up ideas, I was the person that delivered them and I've often said this was an event which was waiting to happen, I just happened to be - you know the pied piper was there to lead the people, they were wanting to do this.  If I hadn't come along somebody else would have done.

Al-Khalili
But you do have a certain common touch, a skill in inspiring and exciting the public about what you do.

Pillinger
I have a common touch because I came from a common background.  I know the audience.  I don't do public understanding for people who are converted already, I'm not talking to people that watch Horizon, I'm talking to the taxi driver and the man I stand next to in the pub or the checkout at Sainsbury's - it's no odds to me who I try and tell about science.  I find science fascinating, it's marvellous, it's full of surprises - I love surprises - you find out things that you - nobody else has ever known and for a few minutes, hours, days, you're the only person on the planet that knows this information and then I just want to share it with somebody.

Al-Khalili
What do you think the chances are of finding life elsewhere?

Pillinger
Very high.  I think the chances of finding life on Mars are very good because I think we may already have found the clues.  The experiment that we were going to do with the Beagle 2 mass spectrometer - to look for methane in the Martian atmosphere - astronomers on Earth have already identified methane in the Martian atmosphere.

Al-Khalili
That must feel very nice, very pleasing.

Pillinger
Put it this way - I should claim I said it first.

Al-Khalili
Well absolutely you should, you should.

At the end of the day how would you sum up what happened with Beagle 2?

Pillinger
It was something I would not have missed for worlds.  I can't say this often enough - the people who worked on it were the best group of people I was ever privileged to have working with me and for me and I won't hear a word against anyone of them, I think some other people tried to make it look as though the job hadn't been done properly, it was done 110% properly that job and everyone who played a part in it did their utmost to make it succeed.

Al-Khalili
So triumph not disaster?

Pillinger
Triumph not disaster. 

Al-Khalili
Colin Pillinger, thank you very much for leading us through your Life Scientific.







